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Run IT  like a business

Technology Business 
Management (TBM) is a 
set of disciplines focused 
on creating maximum 
performance of the IT 
investment portfolio, 
empowering collaboration 
between IT, finance, and 
the business.

This means you can gain transparency 
into the cost, quality, performance 
and value of services, and drive 
alignment between technology 
supply and business demand. This 
ensures IT talks with the business 
and board members in a language 
they understand – moving from a 
technology provider to a value creator 
for the business.

TBM Benefits 

–  Clear visibility and insight into IT 
spend enabling fact-based decisions, 
improving IT’s credibility as a 
service provider.

–  More effective partnering with 
the business through forecast-driven 
demand management and data-
driven allocation strategies.

–  Increased efficiency by 
understanding portfolio performance 
relative to expectations.

–  Clear and articulate value 
propositions for IT services and 
linkage to business spend.

–  Fuel collaboration and innovation 
by identifying funds for investments.

–  Optimised resources to  
service “business-as-usual”  
and transformation demands.

–  Improved budget cycle efficiency 
and accuracy with spending aligned 
to business priorities.

KPMG’s TBM offering  
provides a basis for: 

Client led issues for CIO,  
CFO and business leaders

Business / IT

–  How business demands will affect 
costs in the future.

–  How much IT cost and performance 
compares to competitors, to best 
in class.

–  How to source IT services to achieve 
this comparison and still optimise 
performance of run services.

–  How to spend less on running the 
business and more on innovation and 
agility to grow.

Finance

–  Where to get the most value for an 
incremental investment in IT.

–  How to get reliable data to make 
informed decisions about IT 
spending, budgeting and investment.

–  What drives spend and how to 
use the data to control and predict 
budgets and forecasts.

–  How to reduce fixed costs and 
transform cost structure to be 
more elastic.

Strategy
–  Digital Transformation
–  Strategic Alignment
–  Project Portfolio 

Manangement

Continuous Improvement
–  Recognise and release value
–  Extension of capacity
–  Complete transparency

Technology Management
–  IT Service Portfolio 

and Management 
–  Cloud migration

Business Management
–  Change back / Showback
–  Demand Management

Financial Management
–  Strategic IT Cost Planning
–  IT Cost Optimisation
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TBM value add over time

Beginning stage:

–  “Run the business” Spending is draining 
most of IT funding and resources.

–  Substantial unsatisfied “grow the 
business” demand.

 –  Redundant, poorly-aligned and 
underperforming IT portfolio.
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CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENTOPTIMISATIONTRANSPARENCY

After executing previous stages:

–  Spending for “Run the business” reduced as a result of efficiency 
gains, and funding shifted for “grow the business”.

–  Investments optimised for “transform the business”.

–  IT portfolio rationalised and well-aligned with business priorities.
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RESULT HOW TO LEVERAGE RESULT

Asset and Resource data –  IT component visibility

Service Modelling –  End to end service architecture & transparency
–  Measure service performance

Internal cost transparency –  Cost optimisation
–  Data driven business case studies
–  IT component benchmarking
–  Project portfolio delivery
–  Technical debt

External cost transparency –  Showback
–  Recharge
–  Cost per transaction

Supply and Demand –  Measure IT’s services value
–  Rationalised, cost effective service portfolio
–  Data enabled business investment decisions
–  Business analytics

Infinite / continuous improvement
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